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Oracle RMAN Database DuplicationApress, 2015

	RMAN is Oracle’s flagship backup and recovery tool, but did you know it’s also an effective database duplication tool? Oracle RMAN Database Duplication is a deep dive into RMAN’s duplication feature set, showing how RMAN can make it so much easier for you as a database administrator to satisfy the many requests from...
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Programming Groovy 2: Dynamic Productivity for the Java Developer (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Groovy brings you the best of both worlds: a flexible, highly productive, agile, dynamic language that runs on the rich framework of the Java Platform. Groovy preserves the Java semantics and extends the JDK to give you true dynamic language capabilities. Programming Groovy 2 will help you, the experienced Java developer, learn and...
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Numerical Methods in Finance with C++ (Mastering Mathematical Finance)Cambridge University Press, 2012

	Driven by concrete computational problems in quantitative finance, this book provides aspiring quant developers with the numerical techniques and programming skills they need. The authors start from scratch, so the reader does not need any previous experience of C++. Beginning with straightforward option pricing on binomial trees, the book...
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Cryptography in C and C++Apress, 2001
	
		Detailed treatment of public key cryptography with detailed coverage of the RSA algorithm that is now in the public domain
	
		Explains and includes an implementation of Rijndael, the new American Encryption Standard in both C and C++
	
		Not toy code(tm), but a practical treatment of modern cryptographic...
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Mac OS X Help Line, Tiger EditionPeachpit Press, 2005
With every update, Mac OS X grows more powerful, more dependable, and easier to use--and Mac OS X Tiger is no exception. But along with the new features come fresh issues--new areas to troubleshoot, new functionality to unravel, and new glitches waiting to confound even the savviest Mac users. Not to worry.   Best-selling author and Mac guru Ted...
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HackNotes(tm) Linux and Unix Security Portable ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
HackNotes Linux and Unix Security Portable Reference gives you step-by-step details of intrusion tactics, tools, and actual techniques currently being used by criminals to break into computer networks. This book will teach you how to protect and harden Linux and Unix hosts against the most troublesome security issues. Use the unique and...
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AdvancED ActionScript Components: Mastering the Flash Component ArchitectureFriends of Ed, 2006
Macromedia's architecture is like a chest filled with precious jewels, and this book is quite simply the key to open it! One of the most important tools provided with Flash is the Macromedia Component Architecture: a framework of components written in ActionScript 2, based on established design patterns, that provides a wealth of functionality you...
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Mac OS X Advanced Development TechniquesSams Publishing, 2003
          Mac OS X Advanced Development Techniques introduces intermediate to advanced developers to a wide range of topics they will not find so extensively detailed anywhere else.

The book concentrates on teaching Cocoa development first, and then takes that knowledge and...
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Object Oriented Perl: A Comprehensive Guide to Concepts and Programming TechniquesManning Publications, 2000
Perl has always been a powerful and popular programming language, but with its new object capabilities, it can do even more. Written for anyone with a little Perl experience, Damian Conway's Object Oriented Perl provides an invaluable guide to virtually every aspect of object-oriented programming in Perl.
 The most notable thing about...
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Accelerated GWT: Building Enterprise Google Web Toolkit ApplicationsApress, 2008
Ajax is a web development technique that takes advantage of JavaScript to display and interact dynamically with information embedded into a web page. Its emergence has made it possible to create web applications that closely resemble their desktop–based brethren. With this exciting new ability came several challenges; not only did developers...
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C# 3.0 Unleashed: With the .NET Framework 3.5Sams Publishing, 2008
Whether you need an approachable on-ramp to .NET or you want to enhance your skills, C# 3.0 Unleashed is a comprehensive, in-depth guide to the solutions you seek. You’ll learn to do more with the new tools that are available, including Visual Studio 2008 and the .NET Framework Class Libraries. Throughout this book, you’ll get a...
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A Matrix Handbook for Statisticians (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
A comprehensive, must-have handbook of matrix methods with a unique emphasis on statistical applications
This timely book, A Matrix Handbook for Statisticians, provides a comprehensive, encyclopedic treatment of matrices as they relate to both statistical concepts and methodologies. Written by an experienced authority on matrices and...
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